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preface

In a world created to spread out norms and the uniform through
attractive contrasts, compositions of generalized fiction, detailed
realism and abstract structures: of “electro-physical flux, responsive
dynamic media systems, wireless sensing, wearable computing” (Bullivant,
2006), “animatronic dresses” (Chalayan), “underscan” directories
(Lozano-Hemmer) and Second Lives we experience the contrast
between the demand made by reason and the limited capacity of
our imaginative power to apprehend.
The age characterized by an inexplicable anxiety raise to emerge a
surprising field of empowerment and involvement, deliberately
calculated or open to additional speculation on its impact in the
future of society and individuals (subjects). In pair with exorcism of
social control (CCTV or “la vitesse de liberátion”) and the announced
“apocalypse” (“the culture of fear”, “risk society” or “times of terror”),
science fiction becomes reality, the possible and the impossible left
to be operative categories and the frisson based in pure aesthetical
enjoyment. Arising from social engaging needs to broadcast and
seek pleasure, specially in tackling areas, playfulness or simple
conversion.
Beyond innovation or imagination, vision or ideology, belief or
incredibility in technology, truly programmed or self-controlled
mechanisms disrupt the traditional order of Things, enrich and
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agitate reality, perform awesome opportunities for daily life and play
a disconcerting new master paradigm.
Complicated and astonishing cognitive and meaning embodied
scenarios perform new and envisioning ideas where the border
(threshold) reside in the explanation of the facts, as to explain what to
see.

threshold related to an “entrance”: transitional interval
between two different realities, simultaneously revealing and
deliberately hiding reality. Beyond some new action or different
state of affairs likely to begin or occur, threshold sets a doublelayered relation that by analogy to a physiologic and
psychological answer, limen, is the weakest value of any
stimulus or other agency that will produce a specified effect.
Admitting dramatic relation between inner and outer, security
and insecurity, subject and object, it serves as epitome to the
speech and sees its position unfolded in persuasion: pathos, ethos
and logos.
In agreement with the etymology of the word composed by sub
+ limen, bellow the threshold emphasizes the ambition to
relate the ephemeral function of the moment with the position
of a observer in same specific time and space, the one of the
“entrance”. Validating human existence and the world in the
recognition of the sublime as normative category for effect in
the context.
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techno inscribes the topic in the set of assumptions, concepts
and values of the scientific and cultural paradigm as well as the
rupture of the same. Assuming change in state and specify “the
entrance”.
Expanding upon these coordinates, bellow the techno-cultural

threshold, or on the techno-sublime, places the subject before the limits
of its capacity to possess or/and to recognize. Metaphor of
aesthetic category, it explores the enduring art-historical and
philosophical notion of the sublime in the light of new
technologies, to manifest the intangible rupture between conscience
and material world. Cause if,
we live in a material world in touch with the world, but how does
the world touches us?
Under three problematic around the same thematic: this essay is
structured in three rounds, fights or challenges, trying to relate
concepts, its roots on history, effect on context and change in
state.
Round I understanding the analytic, rhetoric and aesthetical domain
of the sublime to get apprehensible the ultimate limit, tragic
conscientiousness. Underlining the mental (to understand) pathos and
paraphrasing the main responsible authors for the eloquence of the
sublime, it looks to disclose the emergency of its projection in the
accomplishment of the “suffering” considering the inexorable
technological fate (destination).
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Round II exploring the substitution of the “disenchantment”,
through the new incursions, it follows the shadow of the “magic”
hand of technological possibilities and recognize innovation,
anticipation as well radical change as essential tension. Underlining the
social (to explore) ethos, it characterizes what technology allow us to
accede examining products and ambiences conceived and organized
to defy behaviours that obligates us to consider the sublime as
operative.
Round III placing the effect on context, inform the brute power of
the same in the representation of the unrepresentable to transform
banality into awe-inspiring works, counting that reason is desired.
Underlining the material (to place) logos, it awakes the history of
the follies, programmed category of extravagance and rear to the
subliminal. Because architecture is argument of reason, a discipline
of the mind and a conceptual dematerialization of event and
empiric thought that concentrates on the senses, in the experience
of space, law of our nature: infinite triangle.
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introduction
the question concerning the essay

“One has to be very light to drive one`s will to knowledge into such a
distance and, as it were, beyond one`s time, to create for oneself eyes to
survey millennia and, moreover, clear skies in those eyes. One must have
liberated oneself from many things that oppress, inhibit, hold down, and
make heavy precisely un Europeans today. The human being of such a
beyond who wants to behold the supreme measures of value of his time
must of all “overcome” this time in himself this is the first test of his
strength and consequently not only his time but also his prior aversion
and contradiction against his time, his suffering from this time, his
untimeliness, his romanticism.” Nietzsche
Opening categories of space and time to the abyss of the limitless,
the essay adhere to questions related to a Romantic conception,
development of the tight border of individualism and the complete
aesthetical world, with integrity and meaning of life. In the
comprehension of the feeling evoked by the attempt or the
eminence to achieve an effect, when the observer is absorbed by
the object that inspire awe and seems to overwhelm the senses, the
sublime contribute to shock the hedonism, in it basic aspects of
the existence are implied as pain, pleasure, truth and fiction.
From observations in and on the arts where technology is applied,
as technè or effect, the use of the same and what it allow us to
accede, the sublime is the fundamental element to relate objectivity
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and aesthetical intensity. Through the sublime it was allowed to
aesthetics to extend itself into the inform, into the terrifying, into
the grandiosity without comparison, into death threat and into the
immanence of the nothing, precisely because the sublime is the
place where art offers itself as interrogation. Because of the
difficulties to reduce the sublime to one constancy of an idea, it is
on the insistence of the artistic and critic discourse of the art
theory that the essay found validation. A brief approach to the
different topics since Classical Order to Heuristic function, clarify
that the sublime presents “transport”, “transcendence”, “awful”, “flight”,
“astonishing”, “slavery to pleasure and pain” and “differend”.
Informed by a historical question (techno-cultural), a symptom of
scientific transformation (bellow the threshold) and the consequent
transcription of the phenomenological encounter of our
experience in a demystified world (threshold), the question
concerning where the sublime is situated overlap the ontological
question about what is the sublime, dictating the range. However,
with the sublime a non common relationship between order and
disorder is conceded and the effect to be found in the mind’s will
to find the first from the second.
Notions of the sublime locate man in relation to nature: revolt,
generated or produced, natural or objectified, totally constructed or
foreseen and is exercise on signification, as well all the essay.
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round I . historical interplay between imagination and reason
mental (to understand) pathos
the sublime

Originally from rhetoric theory in Hellenistic essay entitled Peri
Hypsous (On Height or on the Sublime) about serious or exalted speech,
the sublime had been inaugurated as genre of Epic, Comedy and
Tragedy. In its historical tradition, it had been associated to ecstasy,
in respect to language of poetic creation whose position was to
arouse strong feelings, to excite, to exalt and to commove _ able to
suggest that man can transcend the limits of his condition.
Similarly to a rhetoric treatise, Peri Hypsous set up the rules and
conditions of production, by the orator and the poet, of a sublime
speech. Measured by the capacity to influence the spirit of those
confronted to it, the sublime emphasize the lost of rationality and
the sense of alienation face to the echo of spirit grandiosity in the
moral and imaginative power of the author.
Epistle about the Iliads, Odyssey, Shield of Heracles, Oedipus Tyrannus,
Republic and others classical masterpieces, the treatise comprise one
ethic dissertation that ends with the idea that concerns to the
aesthetics of the sublime as mechanism to recognize (resultant from
the impact with the work of art). The author, thought to detect
trough a literary critic the basis of the sublime as ineffable quality;
between:
innate: (aspiration to vigorous concepts) The power of forming
great conceptions, and
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(strong and enthusiastic passion) The vehement and inspired passion;
and acquired (or product of the art):
(rhetoric artifices) Formation of figures, those of thought and those of
expression;
(correct lexicon) Formation of noble diction, the use of metaphors, and
elaboration of language, and
Dignified and elevated composition.
the sublime is, as object of study, revealed by “an emotion of pleasure”,
concerned to cause “bewilderment”, “surprise” and even “fear”. For the
author “there is no tone so lofty as that of genuine passion” and passion, the
strongest of the affections, supports the almost mythical mode in
which the orator is identified with what he describes. In moments
of excitation and inspiration, or “when it bursts out in a wild gust of mad
enthusiasm and as it were fills the speaker’s words with frenzy”, the sublime
is an illusion. The sublime defeat any effort of the senses, or of the
imagination to portray it, the presence of the sublime melt
everything else into nothing, cause “the effect of elevated language upon an
audience is not persuasion but transport... our persuasion we can usually control,
but the influences of the sublime bring power and irresistible might to bear, and
reign supreme over every hearer…sublimity flashing forth at the right moment
scatters everything before it like a thunderbolt, and at once displays the power of
the orator in all its plenitude.” (Longinus, séc.I)
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In the treatise, the author identify Images and Figures as
concretions of the removal and reformulation of the Aristotle’s
concept of mimesis (related to technè: art and physis: nature), reaching a
ontological dimension in the determination of the poetic art mode.
“Images, moreover, contribute greatly, to dignity, elevation, and power
as a pleader…In a general way the name of image or imagination is
applied to every idea of the mind, in whatever form it presents itself,
which gives birth to speech… an image has one purpose with the orators
and another with the poets, and that the design of the poetical image is
enthralment, of the rhetorical vivid description. Both, however, seek to
stir the passions and the emotions.”
“Figures bring support to the sublime, and on their part derive
support in turn from it in a wonderful degree…and produces an
impression of ambush, plot, fallacy…whose art they throw into the
shade and as it were keep in concealment…The figures, which are
termed polyptota, accumulations and variations, and climaxes are
excellent weapons of public oratory, as you are aware, and contribute to
elegance and to every form of sublimity and passion.”
Being imitation, in Peri Hypsous, presided over a divine inspiration,
poesies is a don of the poet. That extra-textual and literary genre
independency now determined by sublime had been firmed by
Aristotle in the classic rhetoric perfection. To Aristotle “imitation as
one instinct of our nature” and tragedy “an imitation of an action that is
serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude; in language embellished with each
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kind of artistic ornament, the several kinds being found in separate parts of the
play; in the form of action, not narrative; through pity and fear effecting the
proper purgation of these emotions”. (Aristotle, 1448).
Circumscribed to rhetoric dominion and recognized by Classicism
as beauty in its higher grade, about affective theory of language, the
sublime had, in the 17th century, set on service of a rationalist and
normative conception of art. However, by its cult of grandiosity,
sublimation, conception and emotion, the sublime as concept it
transits from rhetoric exposition to philosophical dissertation. The
effective desire to represent faithfully reality consent the transition
from the Neoclassic to the Romantic.
In the delirium that hinders to see the present reality, when
provoking a perfection illusion for the soul and the distant, the
Romantics live enchanted by nature. They search in the sanctuary of
conscience a consolation difficult to find in society. They believe to
see in last times a type of superior life to the one of them moment
(time).
Engaging central position in the aesthetics of the 18th century,
Edmund Burke, contrasting with the emphasis given by the
Illuminist to clarity, precision, symmetry and to order , inspired by
the ultra-Romantic painter William Blake, retakes the subject matter
in form of empiric enquiry. The English philosopher assumes that
all knowledge is reached by the feeling of experience, “representing at
pleasure the images of things in the order and manner in which they were
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received by the senses” and “combining those images in a new manner, according
to a different order”(Burke, 1756).
In “Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and
Beautiful” (1756), Burke valorises imagination as factor of creation,
and presents the power of suggestion as strong stimulus to
imagination. Distinguishing the concept of the sublime from the
concept of beauty.
the sublime: with its associations to the infinite, obscurity,
solitude and terror, affects directly the subject:
. cause astonishment and delight by its excess and obscurity
(poesies); its variations on uniformity and by the infinite
artificial (architecture);
. relates to a grandiose nature, vast and non limited
(ocean/mountains), object of mimesis.
the beauty: that consists in relative smallness, delicacy and
luminosity, affects indirectly the subject:
. result from the secondary pleasures of imagination, by
recognizing

the

similitude

that

excites

love

(painting/sculpture)
. relates to a limited and workable nature (gardens).
Synthesizing every problems that raise from the perception of art,
although conditioned by the philosophy adopted, Burke discuss the
sublime trough a inductive methodology. With the objective to find
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the rules that could be applied to mimetic arts not only as inner
experience but also as exterior quality, Burke examine:
the subject of sensitive affections;
the world that is in the origin of these subjective sensations,
the one that constitutes and stranger and uncanny exterior.
The aesthetical enquiry of Edmund Burke find sustainability in the
physiological and empiricist ways to see/know, where every
sensations found a base in the relation pain/danger with
correspondence in a muscle increase/decrease.

Burke attribute

terror as a tension of the nerves, noticing that is deriving from its
stimulus that the pleasure arrives. A complex pleasure defined by
antithesis to pain, called delight, and a passion mixed of terror and
surprise: solid, strong and of severe nature – support of his
experience of the sublime.
Placing the subject close to the abyss, the sublime for Burke is,
without any ambiguity, a cause (chapter: the passion caused by the
sublime) and appears related to a ambiguous feeling composed,
simultaneously, by pleasure and pain. Burke affirms that the sublime
is caused by a “mode of terror or pain”, “when addressing the sublime the
mind is so entirely filled with its object that it cannot entertain any other, not by
consequence reason on that object which employs it”, and creates a
“overwhelming astonishment”.
“Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain, and danger, that
is to say, whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible
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objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the
sublime; it is productive of the strongest emotion which the mind is capable
of feeling.” (Burke, 1756).
Terror is the common principle to everything that is sublime and
what terrorizes frightens the existence of the individual
(autonomous subject), and generate relation between death,
dismembering, terror and darkness (howling wilderness, utter
darkness). With the feeling of the sublime “is impossible to ascertain
one’s safety” and from it derives a particular type of pleasure, the one
in Burke set as “passions which concern self-preservation, turn mostly on pain
and danger”.
To certain circumstances appear terrifying, darkness is necessary
and “all privation is great because they are all terrible: vacuity, darkness,
solitude and silence. Low and intermittent sounds and shadows bring about
feeling of the sublime. Above all, the actions of the mind are affected by the
sublime.” (Burke,1756). To Edmund Burke the pleasure cannot be
obtained by distance but by intensification, cause for Burke sublime
is the masochist excitation that the subject feel when close to a
object that could be threat (death). Like Marquis de Sade claimed,
this aesthetical bondage respect “plaisir a tout prix”: the more
numerous and sophisticated the acts of control or limitation, greater
is the pleasure.
“The work wants its truth and untruths to be grasped”, and if the subject is
constituted by his experiences and perceptions, the work of art is
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one (or identical) form of experience. The question of artistic
genres turns to be a question of aesthetical behaviours _
contribution to sicken one of the essential requirements to the
empiric aesthetic – the hedonism. According to Theodor Adorno in
Aesthetic Theory, 1970, the “aesthetic hedonism is to be confronted with the
passage from Kant’s doctrine of the sublime”, cause it anticipates the
spiritualization that art by itself is able to reach.
Replacing the empiric subject by a transcendent one, Immanuel
Kant turn the sublime to be a transcendental faculty of the spirit,
related with the faculty of judgment. To him, the sublime found in
nature is not more than the autonomy of our spirit face to a
superior power with sensitive existence: the same autonomy that
can be reached by the spiritualization of the work of art.
In Kant’s third critic, he explain that “what we find in nature is really a
projection of our own inner purposiveness”, the identification with nature
(unlimited natural) confront us with “our own impotence” and cause us
“extreme anxiety, say, fear and pity about our own purposelessness”. The
reason is to be moral and the its realization takes us to free anxiety
and to feel pleasure.
Serving to deepen the Romantic moral in problems of relation
between human spirit and the Universe, Kant justify the tendency in
every manifestations and warns about the impossibility to reach
absolute knowledge with the data that our senses provide. To Kant,
exalted tempers had to produce fatally the doctrine of legitimacy of
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passions, although they were contradictory to the principles of the
moral, order of behaviour.
With similarities to the Aristotle’s analyses, Kant specify as
condition that the protagonist of a tragedy must be “one like
ourselves” in order to arouse the specificity of fear and pity, as a kind
of mirror that derives in catharsis. The tragic author is a imitator of
action in poetic and of nature in physics, being “the purpose of life a
action and not a quality”, tragedy has for constituent the composition
of the same action (myth or intrigue). Both possess the solutions:
peripety, mutation of successes and recognition, passage from
ignoring to knowing. Aristotle and Immanuel Kant affirm that it is
for the virtue of the mechanisms of peripety and recognition that
we are capable to understand the fatal flaw of the protagonist,
resulted of the involvement of the reason that allows to exceed our
identification and to see a narrative independent of our proper lives.
Relating the sublime to the unlimited and to the infinite, Kant
perpetuates the sublime as one “outrage on the imagination”, cause they
are grasped and absorbed immediately and the mind is humiliated
when imagination is different to the ideas. It cannot contain what it
thinks, even so on the other hand feels proper and superior the
power of the same ideas: “the thing defies the presentative powers of the
imagination”. Appearing from a tension between imagination and
reason, the sublime is not rational, not explicable and almost
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delirious contemplation. It paralyse the senses and allow a degree
not in compliance with this world but high and transcendent.
In the “Critique of judgement” (1970) Kant applies the sublime into the
mind and not into the object, attributing a moral effect to the
opposition of the directions. The sublime is for him, disharmony in
relation to the faculties, therefore it haunts, is terrifying and of a
magnificent and absolutely big beauty. However such as Edmund
Burke, Immanuel Kant dissociate the concept of the sublime from
the concept of beauty, in “Observations on the Feeling of the Beauty and
the Sublime.” (1764), Kant argues that a object sublime resist to
judgement, and a beautiful one request agreement. The sublime
challenge the beauty: its principle of disorder or “purposivelessness”
and transmit the capacity to “transcend all empirical standards merely by
thinking of it”. The sublime “seems to violate purpose in respect of the
judgment, to be suited to our presentative faculty”, and find it “does violate our
imagination”(Kant,1790).
The pleasure that arises from the sublime is for Kant an “negative
pleasure” that comes from the recognition of our essential safety in
respect to the frightful Thing. It differs from the enunciated by
Burke cause is a indirect pleasure that comes from the release we
feel when our external clutter does no scare our internal order but
recognizes an alternative purpose, identified with reason. Our
“super sensible destination”: the good, the moral and the respect and
“the pleasurableness arising from the cessation of an uneasiness is a state of
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joy”. The sublime “is a turning inward”, points to our proper intention
and frees us to a new sensibility respect to life.
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technological sublimity

“You must know, my dear friend, that it is with the sublime as in the
common life of man... examples of sublimity, to be fine and genuine
which please all and always. For when men of different pursuits, lives,
ambitions, ages, languages, hold identical views on one and the same
subject, then that verdict which results, so to speak, from a concert of
discordant elements makes our faith in the object of admiration strong
and unassailable”. Longinus
To believe in sublimity is to believe in privileges of mental
processes cause “no sublimation succeeds that does not guard in itself what
it sublimates” (Adorno, 1970). In Aesthetic Theory, Theodor Adorno
explain that “technologization, the extended arm of the nature-dominating
subject” guide the configuration of the individual (subject):
increasing spontaneously and open it to an additional expectation
about the impact in the future of society and in the same
individuals (subjects).
Theories about control, as instrument to conquer or dismiss order,
about safety of the citizen and of the community, relate to the
“landscapes of fear”, reflecting today’s instability. Under the sign of
fear, the diagnostic of danger coincide with the knowledge of what
is in the clemency of the same. The evidences of the visible fall
from the shadow of the invisible ones, and this imperceptibility
can in fact possess a higher threaten reality. We life in the
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anthropologic “shock” of dependency respect to civilization whose
“certainties are certainties of the same visibility high” (Giddens, 1990).
The historical and cultural narrative behind the unfastening and
progress of technology introduces it as instrument of revelation
and human activity whose function and representation is able to
put on evidence our orientation and to increase our rendition face
to the conflict between reason and imagination, object of the
sublime.
Modernity had been defined in terms of a technological
conception as intrinsic part of the cultural system (techno-cultural
one), whose powerful force were founded in instrumentality or
rationality to enlarge civilization. Thought to transcend and
substitute the uncertainties of the natural by the controllable
artificial, it remembers the Illuminist Ideal of the subject authority
as technologic operator to accede to knowledge and control the
world, by objectivation.
Celebrated, incredulous, utopic or dystopic, technology, in terms
of the capacity to serve or threaten humanity “is by no means
technological” and obscures the instrumental conception whose Ideal,
according to Heidegger “blind us”.
In The Question Concerning Technology, Martin Heidegger define the
essence of technology as “dynamic, ongoing process of movement” instead
of static conceptual category or Ideal. Referring its form as
Entbergung, term translated to revealing or disclosure, Heidegger
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figures the representational mode of Enframing (Ge-Stell) assert to
the unsafe tendency of technology to reveal the destiny or to
dismantle processes. As technological reproduction breaks the
enchantment of the aesthetic realm and allow art (techne) to be
functional, so the unsafe allow an mythical and enchanted look at
the world.
Looking for a revision of the term, not only for what technology is
but also to what technology could be, Heidegger affirm that for the
good (saving power: safekeeping of the essence of truth) or for the evil
(threat or danger that adjust man in a destructive curse), “we will come to see
that technology is a kind of poesies, a way of bringing forth or revealing, and as
such is the realm of truth” (Heidegger, 1927).
Revealing the concept, with emphasis on representation and
reproducibility (contemporary daguerreotypes), today we find
technology in the abandonment of the modern functionalist Ideal
in support of material concerns, image, style or cultural desire, as
we find it in the abandonment of the technological apparatus in
support to a programmed devastation without signification.
Edward Burtinsky provide examples with

its “manufactured

landscapes” photographs of “humanity’s expanding footprint”,
landscapes simultaneously of delightful horror and terrible joy. He
illustrates massive operations: Marble Quarters (1.Italy), Ship Breaking
(2.Bangladesh) and Ewaste (3.China) as observances of the total
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transcendental spaces left by the human control and ability in the
interpretation and representation of landscape.

1

2

3

In themes concerning the ultimate limit of the sublime: “scars of
damage and disruption are the modern’s seal of authenticity… the
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Caspar David Friedrich

Musée des accidents . La quantité inconnue
curated by Paul Virilio

1. Wonder above the sea of fog, 1817

1. Santiago do Chile, 1999

2. The sea of ice, 1824

2. Erika, Brest 1999

modern is myth turned against itself: the timelessness of myth
becomes

the

catastrophic

instant

that

destroys

temporal

continuity” (Adorno, 1970), remember Casper David Friedrich,
the most prominent painter of the Dutch Romanticism (sec.XIX).

1.1

2.2
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Caspar David Friedrich

Musée des accidents . La quantité inconnue
curated by Paul Virilio

3. Cloister Cemetery in the Snow, 1817 3. Agadir, 1960

3.3

“Bold, overhanging, and as it were, threatening rocks, thunderclouds piled
up the vault of heaven, borne along with flashes and pearls, volcanoes in
all their violence of destruction, hurricanes leaving desolation in their
track, the boundless ocean rising with rebellious force, the high waterfall of
some mighty river, and the like, make our power of resistance of trifling
moment in comparison with their might. But, provided our position is
secure, their aspect is all the more attractive for its fearfulness; and we
readily call these objects sublime,…” Kant,1790
Overwhelming scenes, of vast extension and sharp contrasts,
absorb our imagination and in its comprehension a tectonic
displacement occurs. Expression the order where the sublime
inspire a infinite desire to contemplate behind any satisfaction.
Unexpectable our position transits from safe to unsafe, cause the
terror experienced contain a probability to inflict pain, overlap the
limits of our capacity to understand. By the infinitive or the
unlimited suggestion threats quick alteration in the power relation.
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In it the concept of “negative presentation” of Idea is presented,
recovered and developed, being in the higher degree a
perturbation, or the ruin of the Classic mimesis.
With its violence, consequence of the collapse in the power
relation, structure of power, the event is considered necessarily
accident or catastrophe. Programmed or reflexives “the accidents
reveals the substance” (Aristotle, 350DC) and they are “indirect
production of science and techno-science” (Virilio, 2002). Founded in the
“threat of the unexpected surprise”, exerting attraction and repulsion
forces, the photographed or painted themes, keep us fixed in the
hypnotic power, evoke shock, sorrow or admiration and the
sublimation of control.
Using aesthetic judgment we would interpret landscape in respect
to a disaccord, cleavage in the subject between what he could
conceive (ideas of reason) and what he could imagine (intuitions of
imagination). Separated by the threshold of the same experience,
because we are detached from the scene that provoke particular
emotion (terror/awe) and oppress, David Caspar Friedrich and
Edward Burtinsky demonstrate “the frenziedness of technology may
entrench itself everywhere to such an extent that someday, throughout everything
technological, the essence of technology may come to presence in the coming-topass of truth” (Heidegger, 1927). In its “astounding possibility”, “progress
and catastrophe are the opposite faces of the same coin” (Hannah Arendt).
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Beyond the Good or the Evil, facts or mechanical exercise of
truth, the experience of ignorance in front to what threat surprise,
event or revelation, in the art that “suspends and vacillates”, according
to Adorno, the sublime become prevailed for the absolute
revelation, “veiled in black”.
Through the complete disintegration of reality, the human
devastation in an art as reconciliation, it indicates the terror of our
time_ “after Auschwitz there’s no possible poetry”.
“Once we understand this, then to battle against the harm done by
progress is, first and foremost, to discover the hidden truth of our
successes, that accidental revelation of the substances incriminées”
Virilio,2002
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the ultimate limit

From the genealogy of the term and its transpositions to the real of
the techno-accidents a disenchantment endures the radical
estrangement of our secularised and polluted world. The elevation
produced by pathos (persuasion that appeals to the identity and
emotion) together with a mental reason: poetic ecstasy , annihilation
sense face to the powerful natural or the infinite experience,
evidenciate a rupture of paradigm.
“Whereas the traditional concept of the sublime as an infinitive presence
was animated by the belief that negation could bring about positivity, the
same does not hold for art that aims at truth content in a context of
irreconcilable contradictions.” (Adorno)
Under a form of conclusion, both, the tragic and the sublime, as
aesthetical experiences produce delight: a mixture of pleasure and
pain, sympathy and self-preservation. In stage or in real life, they
“hinders us from shunning sense of misery” and exert cathartic influence
on the subject, observer, exciting the nervous system, awaking the
mind of a undifferentiated state.
However the effect of “imitated distress” is never as perfect as the
calamities of real life. With a painful affability that dismisses the
sovereignty of the subject and disrupts the possibility of
reconciliation with the world, the sublime appears related to the
incommensurable of the reality or on the proper infinitive of
artistic, practice and plastic experiences, where the absolute resides
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in the immanence of the work. In the second rupture of the sublime
we are faced with the incontestable truth about our inner being, it
presents itself as an inevitable confrontation with the substance that
moves humankind and can be seen as momentary accomplishment
of our place in the world.
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round II . aesthetical interplay between fantastic and realism
social (to explore) ethos
sublime operatives

“in the biggest danger of the will, Art, as saving witch and sage cure
approaches. Only it can fold those thoughts of repugnancy above the
horrible or the absurd of existence, in representations with which it
obtains to live. These are the sublime as artistic subjection to the
horrible.” (Nietzsche)
Expanding on the dynamics of the sublime in the postmodern
experience, Jean François Lyotard supports that it inhabits on the
realm of ethics, on the confrontation with our interior. Being etic
the movement from the interior towards the exterior (inner towards
outer being), the interior movement of the sublime happens
independently of our perception, since it is a confrontation with the
substance that moves humanity. As contradictory experience it
obligates us to think in an “illusive insight” about how to life a good
life, and between self and other it opens a new community sense or
relation.
Comparing the status of modernist aesthetics with the postmodern
one, in relation to modes of “presentable with the unpresentable”
articulation, Lyotard affirms that it is in the postmodern that
pleasure and pain compose the double-layered theory in line with the
dictated by Kant. He explain:
the pleasure as product of the Idea of Reason exceeding the
presentation and
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the pain as product of the recognition of the inadequated
imagination to illustrate the concept.
“Modern aesthetics is an aesthetics of the sublime, thought a nostalgic one. It
allows the unpresentable to be put forward only as missing contents; but the
form, because of its recognizable consistency, continues to offer the reader or
viewer matter for solace and pleasure”, to which alludes the idea of
sublime as “an absent content”. However to Lyotard we must not be
deluded by the nostalgic form of it, cause “these sentiments do not
constitute the real sublime sentiment, which is an intrinsic combination of
pleasure and pain: the pleasure that reason should exceed all presentation, the
pain that imagination or sensibility should not be equal to the concept”.
Encouraged by the aesthetics of the sublime, Lyotard (1991) settle
that “arts can and must, regardless of the materials used, in the search for
intensive effects, abstain from the imitation of merely beautiful examples, and
try themselves at astounding, unusual and stunning combinations. And the
shock par excellence is, that it does happen, that Something does happen, and
not Nothing – and that the deprivation is suspended”. Celebrating types of
art that could reinforce structures of signification and special effect
to disrupt expectations, conventions and established orders of
reception, Lyotard relates the power to disturb with the sublime
feeling, the same subjectively felt.
In “the inhuman”, Lyotard describes the incommensurability of
imagination and of reason as a “differed”, irresoluble, “to be found at
the heart of sublime feeling: at the encounter of the two absolutes equally present
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to thought, the absolute whole when it conceives the absolutely measured when it
presents” (Lyotard, 1995). For him, the sublime, appeals to one
representation, delimiting its margins and limits, it is heuristic
function that expose reflexive judgment and therefore one
aesthetic that allow to see everything what is in “game”. Resisting,
confusing or hindering the perception and the senses the reason
becomes primordial mean of entertainment. Following these ideas,
Lyotard affirm that the artistic experimentations of the modernistic
vanguards will follow and fulfil the itinerary open by Kant.
Since Kant that debates on the spalling of the subject when it sees
itself dominated object instead of subject of control are know. The
bring to life of technology maths and mechanical the stimulus
manifest in art as a specie of unrecognizable fragments whose parts
can only get together in a distopic monster and new histories to
create the unknown as essential tension, reinforcing the Romantic
tragedy of the sublime.
The Romantic aesthetics judge the object aesthetics as absolute,
through the use of metaphors (principle of figurative arts) with
spiritual values or a indivisible life. However the modernistic
aesthetics reconciled it with a technological conception in terms of
instrumentality and functionality tending to be associated to
fragmentary effects of space and time in terms of “present-ness” of
the present. The modernist effort to technologize art, is recognized
in the emergence of the technological and technical in the aesthetic
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sphere, represented as eterne or utopic in which every Things are
addressed with an inner propose or symbolic signification, realm
still haunted by the transcendent, by the Kantian aesthetical ghost
in the mechanical modernism, by the “infinite presence”.
For the idealism of Kant, the sublime is principle of disorder, lack
of propose (purposelessness), it is phenomenon of an agreement
that we can’t organize or contain, neither it represents any kind of
organizational bound. Modern art and the vanguards in particular
inherited the totality of this speech and intensifying it to establish a
sensible constitution of proper place. In them is recognized the reemergence of the technologic in the realm of aesthetics by the
eternal and immutable desire and by the “living spirit” whose
dialectics break the line between reality and unreality (by fiction).
The object until now inoperative sees itself reanimated in
autonomous subject, dystopic, threatened and uncanny.
From a psychoanalytical point of view, Sigmund Freud defined the
uncanny in terms of something that respect the “ritorno dell rimosso”
as when “gli dei, dopo la caduta della loro religione, si sono transformati in
demoni” (Freud, 1919). To Freud “an uncanny effect is often and easily
produced when the distinction between imagination and reality is effeced, as
when something that we have hitherto regarded as imaginary appears before us
as reality”. By its revelation the uncanny or unheimlich, particular
shadow of what is frightened and whose terror derives “not from
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something externally alien or unknown but, on the contrary, from something
strangely familiar which defeats our efforts to separate ourselves from it”.
Marked by its origins in the Romantic thought, the “uncanny” as
theme open identification problems around the self and the other,
provoking disquiet difficulty to expose the hidden terrors of the
revealed Thing. To the modernist vanguards (dada, surrealism,…)
the uncanny reality offers itself as instrument, technè for a conception
of a stranger world, dissociated by its nature and whose
verisimilitude could be reclaimed as shock – the effect of the
Things deliberately made strange. The Dada and the Surrealists
found in the uncanny the perfect state between dream and reality as
theme susceptible to explore and promote to aesthetic category.
They reconceived the uncanny as signal of modernistic propensity to
shock and disturb.
As concept the aesthetical dimension of the uncanny is represented
by a mental state of projection that dematerialise the border
between real and unreal in order to provoke disquieting ambiguity,
gliding between dreaming and awaked.
“When the dream’s curve is developed with an unequalled breath and
regularity, then we can hope that mysteries which are not really mysteries
will give way to the Great Mystery… which are dream and reality into
a sort of absolute reality, a surreality so to speak” (Breton, 1924).
As faith profession whose pretension where to accumulate every
activities of humanity with the ultimate objective to treat to know
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the human mind/psycho, the surrealist vanguard return to the
automatism. Evoking demoniac eyes or render the spectacle
innocent, “the coming to life of the machines” by techniques already used
in the classical Greek theatres, the automat represents the return of
the narcissistic projection which relates to the magic-animism of
the Universe. Magic as technology represent imaginary wills, as
science of ghosts manipulation reveals the human imagination and
an “cunning talent”. The illusion of magic realism is interested to
transcend the natural, is interested in the unfamiliarity of the same
illusion. As science of the imaginary and as Giordano Bruno
describes it, “magic is an method to control an individual or masses based in
a deep knowledge of erotic impulses, of the individuals and masses” (Culianu,
2006). Such as the sublime, magic only happens when it is tried.
As anti-art manifestations, eliminating the frame, modernistic
vanguards praised the disintegration of art in life, opening the
question of the non passivity of the spectator in front of the work
of art, the sensible imagination failed so completely that the works
had been tacked by the ethics of the sublime. We create a Thing on
which the sense of the sublime is reproduced without being the
image or object sublimes, but where space an time made the
though pure since sensibility is exorcised and massacred without
rest.
As example, Matthew Barney transmits dreams, invents stories,
map imaginary territories, create characters and construct a
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fantastic, sensible metamorphic contemporary myth in visual
forms. The starting point had been the biochemical principle of
hypertrophy, or when the muscles develop as answer to a
increasing resistance. In Drawing Restraint (1987-2005), Barney
informs the importance of the narrative and from a physical
resistance imposed by an athletic train (muscle distension and
corporality) towards a dialectic dance between opposed strengths.
Barney recognize the potential of excess, the pleasure of the power
of strength and recites the lesson in a elaborated theatre
representation of the dominant and recurrent theme of the Greek
mythology, the fight for supremacy between two mature satyrs,
transcription of “the origin of the tragedy”, Nietzsche (1982), where
the tension between Apollo (principle of individualization and
differentiation)

and

Dyonisious

(principle

of

unity

and

undifferentiation) is explored.
To Barney as to Nietzsche, creation is based in conflict and in
conflict the contemplative perceived sensation of the sublime: “core
idea in the relationship between self-imposed resistance and creativity, a theme
that symbolically tracks though the construction and transformation of liquid
vaseline called “the field”.
Vaseline, this “intelligent plastic”, develop a dynamic cycle between
situation (chaos), condition (discipline) and production (creation)
and it is to be understood as metaphor of the “restraint” and release”
in the tripartite cycle, principal polarity of sublime creation.
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Mattew Barney

1. Drawing Restraint 11

1. Cremaster 1

2. Drawing Restraint 7

2. Cremaster 3

1.1

2.2

With the use of cinematographic and theatre genre, the narrative of
Barney’s works explore the tension between tension and abstraction
of a system (necessarily to construct the narrative) and the empiric
implications of the same in what could happen when the element of
“release” is eliminated and the condition is “disposed of, the raw and
unpredictable energy, of Eros (passion) is resealed”.
“Nous avons l`idée du monde (la totalité de ce qui est), mais nous
n`avons pas la capacité d`en montrer l`exemple... Nous pouvons concevoir
l`absolument grand, l`absolument puissant, mais toute présentation d`un
objet destiné á faire voir cette grandeur ou cette puissance absolues nous
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apparaît comme douloureusement insuffisant. Ce sont là des Idées dont il
n`y a pas présentation possible, elles ne font donc rien connaître de la
réalité, elles interdisent aussi l`accord libre des facultés qui produit le
sentiment du beau, elles empêchent la formation et la stabilisation du
goût. On peu les dire un présentables. ” Lyotard (1986)
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technological artfact(ory)

Behind the classical domain of the observer and the space he
inhabits, truly instruments of transformation as “experience of the
limits” defy Reason with a irreducible impression of estrangement.
Feeding our loss of control and celebrating alliance against the
rationalism, technology is reproduced as aesthetic phenomenon, as
style in one present each time more invested by new procedures to
reinscribe and reprogram the existence.
In popular culture, the climatic control could be understood as
realm of public speculation, science or fiction, however
criminologists from United States and Russian, exert the act of
manipulation and environment modification in favour of the
desired clime. Clime in Moscow depends from the financial
capacity of the client, in days as the one of celebration of the 60th
Anniversary of Victory over Nazism and in the Russian’s day, the
operation had only one objective: “to make a cloud rain”: and
technology accelerates the process. And from this, a certain
tension as well a expressive force specially frightened together
with the effort to control and its renunciation informs the
aesthetics of a transcendent ambient.
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Modern Mechaniscs

1. William Winter, based on a interview with Dr. Valdimir Zworykin, vice president and
technical consultant, RCA laboratories in Mechanix Illustrated, 1948.

1

The sense of anxiety emerge and it comes from the hesitation of
the reader/observer, conscious of the time destined to the
encounter with our creations, where the pure and simple scepticism
seam to be incapable to cancel the fantastic mask of this event, and:
“ci troviamo esposti a un effeto perturbante (uncanny) quando il confine tra
fantasie e realtà si fa latile, quando appare realmente ai nostri occhi qualcosa
che fino a quel momento avevamo considerato fantastico” (Freud, 1919).
Behind its appearance a Thing goes off our minds as confuse,
perplex and overwhelming, but not always terrific. The
expressionism captures the terror in measure with the integration of
the technological advances in the quotidian, left to be theme for
science fiction or to be sublimes, and the reason if to be found in
the ethic and social judgment as well in the familiarity of the same
event.
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1. Lozano-Hemmer, underscan

1. CCTV cameras

Subordinated to certain essences (technè) or ends (persuasions),
technology loses its idyllic aura and wins even more sinister aspect:
that’s the capacity of “technology” to force a reaction in the
spectator. Together with the intricate sense of anticipation and
ability of the artist, a distension in our sensorial capacity is created,
consciously expanding the reminiscence of the sublime.
Able to re enchant the world with demonstrations of inventability,
responsibility and control above environments, objects and
subjects, request of the abandon of the modernist anedony, it is in
the universalization of metaphysics techno-scientific founded in
desires of invulnerability, incorporality and omnipresence that to
think the tangible truth of technology overpass the danger of the
same. Already not as treat but as celebration of its potential to
amplify our senses, physical skills and to elevate our minds to
degrees without precedents.

1.1
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2. IDEO+AMO, delayed mirrors in

2. supersonic airplane

prada IT store
3. Jun Rekimoto, datatiles

3. Apple, e-phone

2.2

3.3

Technological artefacts are fascinate elements, social catalysts and
interaction as well communication agents. More that hardware and
software they are open boxes of narratives, laboratories not only of
use or application of mediated instruments but of imagination
exchange, fight and participation, prognostic of science fiction, aim
of man and representation of a technological life that breach the
quotidian.
In a world where every perception seam to be mediated by the use
of interfaces or technological proteases and where systems of
computation, information and communication, vast, infinite and
boundlessness dismiss the possibility of disintegration as result of
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being situated and demonstrate the sublime as “the mere ability to
think which shows a faculty of the mind surpassing every standard of the
sense”:

technology

evolve

spaces

of

total

transcendence.

Determination to the absolute comprehension behind imagination
able to represent in one perception or in one simple image to
which it alludes the Idea of absolute grandiosity, “to be found in a
object even devoided of form, so far as it immediately involves, or else presence
provokes a representation of limitlessness yet super-added thought of its
totality”.(Kant)
The Thing, miniaturized, digitalized and banal in the embodied
process of our economic and social web, defies the representative
power of imagination, do not determine limits and presents itself
in front of us as disruption, disturbance, fascination or
enchantment. To paraphrase Kant, “seems to violate purpose in respect
of the judgment to the unsuited to our presentative faculty”, and “does violence
to the imagination” with “overwhelmingness”. Distinct metaphysical and
in the lack of dramatic conflict, cause the surprise do not reside,
today, in the generalized and abundant opacity that Things were
covered when they arrive into Image but it simple reside in the
body of the spectator, in an unconscious as body to consider the
event marvel or uncanny.
“In a world that is exactly ours, that one that we know, without devils,
Sylphs neither vampires, an event that cannot be exactly explained by
laws of this familiar world, is produced. The one that perceives it must
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opt between the possible solutions, or to deal with an illusion of the
senses, a product of the imagination and in this case the laws of the world
continue to be what they are; or then believe the event really occurred, as
integrant part of reality, but in this case this reality is conducted by
unknown laws for us. Or the devil is an illusion, an imaginary being; or
then it really exists, exactly as the other living beings creatures: with
exception that rare we find it”. (Todorov)
The fantastic and consequent irrational side of Things appears at
the same time as the rational, as reflection of its “darkness”, deep
secret. As bridge between the classic past and the technological
future, the fantastic define the use of signification, the return of
the signifier.
In “introduction to the fantastic literature”, Tzvetan Todorov (1939),
distinguish

a

structuralism

analyse

from

the

Freud’s

psychoanalytical one, and attributes terror to the collapse of
psychological border between self and other, reality and unreality.
According to Todorov, the fantastic occurred precisely in the
incertitude, experienced hesitation by the reader in face to a event
apparently supernatural, he recognizes in one representation the
force to adopt an attitude respect to the event:
uncanny if the reader decide that the laws of reality could be
kept intact and that they allow a explanation of the
experienced phenomenon, or
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marvel if the reader decide that new laws of reality should be
associated to the understanding of the same phenomenon.
Todorov defines the fantastic as a experience of the limits, defying
reason with a irreducible impression of strangeness. He enunciate a
disconcerting order of rhetoric language from form, space, action
and function to subvert or change the sense/signification, using
the reader as the main figure of the supernatural order.
A narrative sequence whose evolution is gradually decorticated,
dissolve and invert prejudices. The fantastic is genre that derives
from ambiguous vision, arises from intentional fallacy and is
transitional area between altered reality (surreal) and fantasy
(speculative fiction) serving to maintain suspense. In fact for
sublime to occur, wrote Burke, a threat that is kept in suspense is
needed,

contained at distance and the delight, the negative

pleasure that characterise contrarily and almost neurotically the
sublime feeling arrives from the suspension of a frightened pain, a
pleasure that arrives from pain.
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the essencial tension

The surprise does not come from the relation between represented
and

representation

but

from

the

representation

of

the

unrepresentable. This unrepresentation, according to Kant’s
definition illustrates the sublime and is associated to the tension or
agitation, quick alteration between attraction and repulsion, answer
to a object whose magnitude overlap the power of imagination to
synthesise it or to represent it. When it exceeds the limit or
representation, the sublime is associated to the monstrosity of the
form and is from such a monumentality that only the concept or
Idea of reason can provide the necessary limit.
Recouping an aesthetic category when raising it into model of
nostalgic experience and uncertainty of the mind, it predominates
above the disenchantment, protecting it from the fear of pathos
and searching from different contests, new experiences of
elevation: considering anxiety as “overwhelming hilarity”.
In our millennium, an urgency to consider the possibility of a
radical different ethics with base on human action is possible only
as result of the technological world we create. A world where
control destruct the decorous of humanity through genetic
engineering, telecommunication, remote control or virtual sprawl
while we as subjects/citizens loose terrain in the possibility of
choice in relation to our destination. In this context we cannot give
up of the quest to identification with what constitutes the order of
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signification for human life being. In the age of incomplete
nihilism, as Baudrillard say: “when the impossible exchange is the rule of
the game, something as a poetical transference of the situation happen.”
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round III . delightful interplay between dream and reality
material (to place) logos
sublime effects

“Architecture is the art which disposes and adorns the edifices raised by
man, for whatsoever uses, that the sight of them may contribute to his
health, power and pleasure” (Ruskin, 1849)
With the technique the sublime can be objectified (becoming
object) and offer to the contemplation (already not individual as in
nature but social and designed) produced and consumed as one
form of spirit composition (living spirit).
Architecture as Art is mediator, social product, according to Kant
“slave of the finite” and “an art falling under the category of sensuous truth”.
Big buildings can evoke the sublime, and as example Kant
describes the observer absorbed by the incommensurability of the
pyramids of Cheops (as the object).
Perhaps one of the first architects working on this idea was
Etienne-Boulée, that trying to apprehend the Kant’s mathematical
sublime, in Traité sur l`architecture he describes “large representations
have an influence on our senses such that although they repel they still evoke
admiration”.
In the twenty century, John Ruskin, with The Seven Lamps of
Architecture, uses the term of the sublime to describe violent
emotions as “awe, terror and horror”, insisting on the intensity of
emotions as central factor of his detailed theory about sublimity.
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Pushing forward the memory of works that impressionate
humanity, Ruskin appeals to the sense of severity, in many cases
“mysterious and majesties” that we remember with an “undiminished
awe”. In “the lamp of power” (chapter), Ruskin explain the elements
of an architecture sublime or “stylistics of a sublime architecture” with a
discussion about the effect of it in the human mind: “the art of
building occur deep within the mind and rise slowly into consciousness, by
passing judgment.”
The central principle for one sublime architecture, according to
Ruskin were “that the relative majesty of buildings depends more on the
weigh and vigour of their masses, than on any other attribute of their design:
masss of everything, of bulk, of light, of darkness, of colour, not mere sum of
any of these, but breath of them”. Since impressions about scale depend
largely from imagination, the artist architect can control the
imaginary of the audience and reach a sublimity of scale: “that degree
of magnitude which is the lowest at which sublimity begins, rudely definable as
that which will make a living figure look less than life beside it”.
From the distinction between beauty and the sublime, as and from
Burke’s readings, John Ruskin explain the differences between two
types of architecture “not merely that which theories in nature between
things beautiful and sublime” but as differences between what is derivative and
what is original. Being:
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Original “depends for its dignity upon arrangement and government
received from human mind, becomes expression for the power of that
mind, and receives sublimity high in proportion to the power expressed”;
Derivativo

“both

from

external

nature

and

human

imagination”…”into fantastic semblances of fortress towers”.
As function of the ideological, to Kant the contemplative
judgment is indifferent from the existence of the object and it is to
be thought in its “absolute quantity”, in infinite terms. As feeling
evoked in the evidence or attempt to achieve an effect, jump or
transport: “in the shock and shiver of a strong man’s feature, under sudden
and violent grief, there may be something of (the) sublime” (Ruskin, 1849).
We live in a sensorial and reasonable world, 2hen a impression
stands and find the sublime “under tension”.
In architecture this sublimity is information as communication or
narration expressed in the building as reality or in the search to
legitimate through explicit mimesis (in the virtual or as an cataclysm
disaster of Lebbeus Wood works). Mimesis, the derivative, is
expression of the feeling and of the manifestation of experience
trough movement, dislocation and where the ideological function
implies a different perception of knowledge “driven back to by the
imaginary, or rather the portrayal of an object or event parlant”, related to
our stronger emotions.
Architecture as discourse assembles meanings and enunciate
contents to the comprehension of its value as vehicle/factor of
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1. Stateville prison
fonte Michael Foulcault. (references)

1. Phantheon, Rome

social cohesion, language and structure such as helps to construct
and to command our experiences.
Maurice Merleau-Ponty describes the architectural physicality as
one “in-between reality” or “ground on which it is universally possible to
bring things together”. Behind this physicality and practicability of
programmatic contents, the experience is not merely a place of
events, Things or activities, but something more intangible that
merges from “unfolding of overlapping spaces, materials and details”.
Analogous to the moment in which individual experience initiated
to loose clarity, “in-between reality” synthesizes the threshold
between subjectivity and objectivity (dream and reality) –
conceptual logic that leads design to an inter-subjectivity related
with the questions of “ultimate perception”.
As example of these terms in relation to the logic of imposed
authority, Georges Bataille and Michael Foucault investigates on
the power of architecture.

1
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“Architecture, … is the expression of every society’s very being…
(but) only the ideal being, of society, the one that issues orders and
interdictions with authority is expressed in architectural compositions
in the strict sense of the word… thus great monuments rise ups like
levees, opposing the logic of majesty and authority to any confusion:
Church and State in the form of cathedrals and palaces speak to the
multitudes, or silence them. It is obvious that monuments inspire social
good behavior in societies and often even real fear.” (Bataille, 1993)
To Bataille architecture is the expression of authoritarian geometry
that sustains the though and the society. It expresses the ideal of
societies, of order, of prohibition and of authority, derives from
the ostentation of one architecture that restrains when it is seem,
one architecture that impose silence. Convex, frontal and
extroverted, architecture to Bataille is extremely imposing: to him
every monument is monument of social control, a call of order
that inspires terror, and had a fundamental place on the subject’s
formation.
Michael Foulcault shares the same idea about “the architectural
apparatus converting itself into machine to create and keep relation of power”,
although with a distinct position. In Discipline and Punishment,
Foucault thinks in an architecture in terms of its spatial design
and institutionalization of power technologies. He describes one
architecture that observes, spies, watches and that contains
therapeutic objectives as well discipline that endow it with
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expressive character. Foucault conceives one operative architecture
in the transformation of individuals and subjects (or citizens),
believing in a space that give form to matter and that had
performing action above who inhabits and works on it. He
declares prisons as examples of vigilant architectures with base on
the panoptical as system, describing the invention of criminality
and playing with persuasive technologies.
Both authors, in agreement with the power of the inform subscribe
Kant’s theory of the sublime as well Ruskin concerns, however
Foucault continues exploring the subject affirming that “where
equilibrium is established, but masked in that equilibrium beneath the cloud of
illusion, beneath feigned disorder, the rigour of architecture is concealed beneath,
the cunning arrangement of these disordered violence”. (Foucault, 1961). In
Historie de la Folie, he theorizes about one architecture that does not
inspires neither good social behavior nor produces crime neither
madness in the subjects/observers, but that opens space to the
division between madness and reason. Instead of performing the
subject it is a space before the subject, before signification - “the
abjective, asemantic space of an unedifying architecture”, one architecture
that allow space to the time of one to become a subject.
The sublime is responsible for the citizen to be percept by its
finitude to which Lyotard calls “now” or “maintenant”, mask of one
Age, even an in-human one). The imminence of what happen
“now” or “maintenant”, announces an architecture not only as form
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of event, but as writing on space, a mode of space that makes the
place an event. When the meaning does not meet, the event is
linked to simple madness (follies), allegoric hypotheses of the nonreason, of the non sense. Alienated, dissociated without being a
subject, his exposed to the exterior and to the proper space
without being itself, because he is sublimated.
Pushing architecture towards its limits, the place is constituted to
acquire pleasure, since each follies is destined to a certain use and a
certain cultural, playful, pedagogic or scientific purpose/issue.
Generally, from the follies without purpose, when the essential
impetus does not respond to imperatives but offer a new order, it
appears: “an emerging world for which we as yet have no concepts” (Bouman,
2006).
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technological brute power

Redefining the paper of the architect as agent of change, whose
principal responsibility were to anticipate and to offer new
possibilities to the society, Cedric Price inspires a new idea of
experimentation and creation, whose technological premise
supports an incredible land for artistic practices on fantastic
narratives and on sublime. The desire of Cedric Price towards the
“doubt, delight and change” (title of an retrospective exhibition) credits
one architecture that “allow us to think the unimaginable/unthinkable”,
for him trough the correct use of the new technologies would result
a building capable of being responsive to the visitant.
In addition to the effective mutation in architecture, interactivity
combines the physical with the virtual, declaring the idea of event.
If transparency kept aesthetic and ethics, reason and technique in a
world “rationally” desirous to see the progress of the civilization or
better living standards, interactivity overpass the objectivity of
necessities to answer the subjectivity of desires.
The critics of the neo-vanguards with its fantastic “soft cities”,
robotic metaphors and almost organic landscapes (Archigram,
Archizoom, Yoda Friedman, Superstudio,…) had extend the field of
architectural investigation in mode to include a complete
domination of space by flexible systems reducing the authority of
the architecture to re-codification of sensible skins (facades),
responsive or automaton environments.
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1. Cappstreet project, 1983. Elizabeth
Diller and Richard Scofidio

Unfolded as mean of comprehension and translation of today’s
paradoxes of our culture, specially in the unquestionable ubiquity of
incorporated technologies, such as to become visible the invisible
phenomenon, technology changes into sounds, electromagnetic
waves and into the paranormal, being the human will or desire
fundamental part of the behaviour modality on social experience.

1

Elizabeth Diller and Richard Scofidio practice an architecture
interested in the same experimentation to defy preconceived ideas
about buildings, working in an architecture as analytical form of art
fro which they combine different disciplines.
In this context, finding the sublime as something related to the Idea
of what can not be represented, and remembering the surrealist
vanguards, above the Yverdon les Bains lake, Switzerland, they
realize the blur building, paradox between apparent and real, latent
content and manifest of dreams, conception of a found odd world,
distant from its own nature and whose verisimilitude is reclaimed as
shock.
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1. Blur Building, 2002. Elizabeth Diller
and Richard Scofidio

An physical experience of one transcendent environment, one that
melts in front of our eyes, not as a real mass but as a mass in
constant change. “A spectacle with nothing to see”, fog that the cannot
contain, that devastate, obscures, conceals and reveals in its own
terms a nature out of control. It disorients and frees a truly inability
to express and where “delight, wisdom and beauty of illusions speak to us”.

1

Revival of the Enlightenment in one architecture as technological
work of art for whose forms the notion of progress becomes
insignificant, cause “ to blur is to make indistinct, to dim, to shroud, to
cloud, to make vague, to OBFUSCATE. Blurred vision is a impairment. A
blurry image is the fault of a mechanical malfunction in a display or
reproduction technology. For our visually obsessed, high resolution/high
definition culture that measures satisfaction in pixels per inch, blur is equated
with loss”(Blur,2002).
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For our visually obsessed culture, to accept that aesthetical objects are
also technological ones, or on the contrary, is only possible cause
the transformation of technique are today freer, enigmatic and
challenging that the aesthetic autonomous research. The technique
as specific process disappear, become multidisciplinary, ubiquous
and the force of aesthetical apparition belong to it. The aesthetical
starts to operate in the myriads of processes that beat in the
technologies.
When loaning the visibility to the technological plan, the aesthetic
started to operate as a specie of condescendence with the human
perception and the competence of the spectator start to manifested
as obstacle to observation. The emotional sense manifests itself in
the terrifying technologic revelation and the artist starts to be the
one that prepares the conditions of aesthetical and technological
experience, in a present each invested not by systems of cause and
effects, but each more systems of cause-effects in real time.
This is perhaps the principal function of architectural experience
today, precisely in the sense of communication technique. However
if, in the contradiction of massive construction (as the example of
the economic phenomenon in China and Dubai) are reflecting the
present paradox between building boom and a real lack of
architecture, it could be because it points to the potential of
aesthetics as mode to an transdisciplinary cohesion proceed. As
platform to innovative, fantastic or absurd approaches and research
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support, is to technique that we attribute transcendence and
sublimity today.
Since turbulence in the architectonic discourses, introduced by Mark
Wigley, reinforces the idea that today “... architecture produces the effect
of an outside. It invents the idea of exterior, the unruly territory that is tamed by
a shelter. It is not so much the construction of a secure interior as the production
of a picture of external agitation, which is then seen to buffer the building but to
move it.” Therefore, “architecture paints a picture of chaos giving away to
order, control, safety, security and stability, etc. It frames agitation. If there is no
life without agitation, there would be no concept of agitation without
architecture”… “every architectural commition is a reluctant one. In the face of
an overwhelming tension between demands, the architect has the unique gift of
being able to conjure up an organizational figure that is seen to absorb the forces
at play.”
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the infinite triangle

In the threshold of catastrophes whose changes of paradigm
escape from a definition, causing transformation in post-modern
societies

where

the

consequences

are

unexpected

and

incommensurable. In every fields of knowledge we notice a
profound feeling of modification in relation to acquired
conventions, causing a generalized crisis in contemporaneous
culture.
Something radical, for some, less incomprehensible in the case if
the illuminated ones, remains under the historical prism of the
culture of transcendence, where everything occurs supported by
the technological development. The technological acceleration
leads to a catastrophic unexpected unfold in the capacity to
sovereign the agents who interact with it and become
transcendent, in the imminence to lose the physical subject in
benefice of a new mentality, conscious of what cannot capture.
If architecture could be seen as having a poetic signification, we
should recognize that in the beginning of the millennium, it could
consider the narrative potential as structure to a human life, one
poetic vision realized in time and space. Where the “drama” is
crucial part of the activity and vehicle to a ethic intention, crucial
part to inform and participate in the creation of the work. Not as
mimesis of a social validation or transcendent order, neither
product of a romantic imagination but as articulated work with
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narrative, projection of a being in which the humanity can
recognize its purpose. A different reality, without addressing the
aesthetical danger, reducing functionalism or conventional
experimentation, but a reality where notions of progress collapse in
narrative functions. Articulating the ethics action and constructing
choreography to a new world, transcending the functionalist
modernism historicism.
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in form of conclusion

between evidence or control, exploring the world in a lucid dream,
Katie Paterson offer us the chance to phone a glacier.
+44 (0) 7758 225698

1

Iceland`s Vatnajokull
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